During a sensitization session with mothers, a mother told one of the field officers “My 10 years old daughter Aneela always wanted to get education, but my husband is a poor laborer who earns meager money which is not even sufficient for our domestic basic needs. In such a situation we could not afford her education and being a mother, it always hurt me whenever I saw my daughter’s tears because of her unfulfilled wish for education. But my heartfelt thanks to this organization who established a school for deprived communities where our children can study without any cost. Now my daughter is so happy and every morning she wakes up with a delighted mood and goes to school daily without fail”. Hina’s two other daughters Naeema 6 years old and Mariam 5 years old also joined the Non-Formal Education center in E-11. This mother welcomes education and fought for her daughter to go to school, but clearly linked it to affordability. This is the outcome of the sessions conducted at community level that underlined children’s rights to education.